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The phase behaviour of various deep eutectic systems was analysed
using concurrent synchrotron powder X-ray diﬀraction and diﬀerential scanning calorimetry. Deep eutectic systems containing the
pharmaceuticals metacetamol, 2-ethoxybenzamide or benzamide
as binary mixtures with phenol revealed new crystalline phases
melting either before or with crystals of phenol, highlighting their
lower stabilities. Furthermore, in the phenol : 2-ethoxybenzamide
system it was shown that multiple metastable phases can form,
highlighting the potential for the separation of a hierarchy of crystal
structures with diﬀering stabilities from eutectic systems. Through
these experiments, we strengthen the idea that eutectic systems
can be described by understanding the formation and stabilities of
metastable co-crystalline structures. These novel results lead to a
deeper understanding of the structure and thermodynamics of
deep eutectic solvents, with relevance for analagous systems across
materials science.

Deep eutectic solvents (DESs) are now a widely accepted class of
ionic liquid, studied due to their applicability in a broad array
of fields such as metal extraction,1 catalysis2 and pharmaceutical formulation.3 Since they were first categorised by Abbott
et al. in 2001,4 both the number of known DESs and their
potential applications has rapidly expanded.5
In general, the formation of a DES is mediated via hydrogen
bonding between a hydrogen bond donating (HBD) and hydrogen bond accepting (HBA) species.6 Many of the DESs studied
to date contain an ammonium cation as the HBA, which can
hydrogen bond with a range of metal salts and molecules with
HBD like properties. More recently, the group of molecules
found to form DESs has grown to include numerous amines,
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amino acids, sugars and carboxylic acids, which include the
group of natural deep eutectic solvents (NADES)7 and therapeutic deep eutectic solvents (THEDES).8
One recent application of DESs is their use as a medium for
evaporative crystal growth of pharmaceuticals, by utilising a
system where one of the components is inherently volatile.9
These systems, generally consisting of phenol acting as the
HBD, are known as volatile deep eutectic solvents (VODESs)
and have been shown to give polymorphic control between the
common form I and the elusive form II of paracetamol. The
metastable form III benzamide (BZM) was also isolated for the
first time, crystallising stochastically from a phenol : BZM
VODES of ratios 4 : 1–10 : 1. Additionally, a phenol : metacetamol (MAP) VODES facilitated morphological control, switching
from fibrous to a more easily processed granular morphology,
when crystallised from VODES of molar ratio below 7 : 1. In
general, these eutectic systems contain a high percentage of
phenol, with many only forming a eutectic at ratio of 4 : 1–10 : 1
(phenol : HBA). Of interest here is how the hydrogen bonding
networks present in the DESs10 may be mediating the formation of particular crystal structures. It is suggested that this
mediation may be through the desolvation of phenol co-crystal
intermediates, or via unique pre-nucleation clusters caused by
extensive hydrogen bonding networks. Indeed, analysis of such
mixtures has allowed for the isolation and structure solution
of phenol co-crystal structures of 2-ethoxybenzamide (2EB)
and harmine, which were found to act as intermediates during
the evaporation of their respective phenol VODESs.9 Furthermore, in the phenol : metaxalone VODES system it was shown
that the formation of a phenol co-crystal with a ratio of 3 : 1
is a necessary intermediate to the metastable conglomerate
form A-R/S.11
The depression in melting point of a DES compared to the
isolated constituents is commonly attributed to charge delocalisation, caused by the formation of a network of hydrogen
bonding motifs between the constituent species.12 However,
low-temperature powder X-ray diﬀraction (pXRD) studies of the
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Fig. 1 Schematic showing how a DES could separate into phases as it is
cooled from (a–d). In this example, (a) depicts a homogeneous liquid DES
A, (b) one coformer crystalises out, leaving a liquid DES B with an altered
stoichiometry, (c) co-crystal A forms, leaving a liquid DES C with a third
stoichiometry. Finally, (d) a third crystalline phase forms as co-crystal B,
with a different stochiometry to co-crystal A, leaving the whole system as a
three-phase solid.

choline chloride : urea DES uncovered the formation of a lowmelting co-crystalline phase of the mixture.13 It was therefore
suggested that in such cases it may be more revealing to study
the diﬀerences between the energy of the co-crystalline and
eutectic liquid phases when trying to understand the cause of
the melting point depression. To-date, crystallographic analysis
of such complex phase behaviour in DESs has yet to be
performed. In systems where these phases exist, a complex
set of transitions must occur as the temperature of the system
is changed, including the separation of deep eutectics and cocrystals of varying stoichiometries (Fig. 1).
In this work, we concurrently study the thermal and structural properties of particular VODES mixtures of phenol : MAP,
phenol : 2EB and phenol : BZM, and show that the root of the
unique crystallisation behaviours they exhibit from VODESs is a
hitherto unobserved sequence of novel crystalline phases.
The simultaneous collection of thermal and structural data
with synchronous pXRD and diﬀerential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) has been used to assess polymorphic changes of drug
molecules with temperature.14–17 The use of a synchrotron
X-ray source allows for well-defined 2-dimensional X-ray patterns of organic samples to be collected in 1 1C intervals at scan
speeds of 10 1C min 1. Peaks attributed to the aluminium pan
can easily be disregarded as they tend to have little overlap with
the area of interest for organic crystal structures.
For all samples, DSC cycles were run using the same method.
The initial heating cycle was run at 10 1C min 1 from 30 1C to
70 1C, followed by a cooling cycle to 70 1C at B30 1C min 1, and
finally the system was heated to 100 1C at 10 1C min 1. The initial
heating ramp was to ensure the homogeneity of the eutectic.
Fig. 2a shows data from the cooling and secondary heating
of the phenol : MAP VODES. At the start of the cooling a broad
peak due to the amorphous liquid phase can be seen, with the
peak centered on 191 2y. On further cooling, crystallisation of
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Fig. 2 (a) (Top) Surface plot of pXRD patterns of an 8 : 1 phenol : MAP
VODES as a function of temperature. (Bottom) DSC trace for the temperature cycle shown in the pXRD surface plot. (b) Integrated peak
intensities of phenol and the new phase of phenol : MAP as a function
of temperature during the cycle shown in (a).

phenol occurs at Tc = 12 1C, 52 1C below the reported melting
point, which was confirmed via Rietveld refinement using
the ambient-pressure (P21221) crystal structure.18 At this point,
a large percentage of the amorphous component at 191 2y is
seen to reduce, highlighting the depletion of a large fraction of
the VODES. On heating, new peaks appear at Tt = 18 1C,
alongside the phenol peaks, indicating a phase transformation
to a second crystalline phase, which does not match any of the
known structures for MAP or phenol (ESI† Fig. S1–S3).19,20
Analysis of the peak integrals of this new phase and the known
phenol phase shows a decrease in the amount of crystalline
phenol present during the transformation, suggesting that the
phase transition is likely the formation of a MAP phenol cocrystal structure (Fig. 2b). All integrals throughout were taken
after background subtraction, to remove any contribution of
the amorphous phase. During this second phase transition
there is also an increase of the amorphous fraction, showing
the reformation of the VODES. Both the new phase and the
phenol continue to melt at the same rate until Tm = 45 1C where
the crystalline material has been fully depleted.
Fig. 3a shows data from the cooling and secondary heating
of the phenol : 2EB VODES. The predominant crystalline phase,
which occurred on cooling at Tc1 = 10 1C, is easily indexed as
the ambient crystal structure of phenol. Upon heating, a clear
cold-crystallisation takes place at Tc2 = 21 1C, indicating the
formation of a highly metastable new phase. Much like the
phenol : MAP system, this phase could not be associated with
any known phases of phenol, 2EB or the known phenol : 2EB
(1 : 2) co-crystal (ESI† Fig. S4–S7).21 Contrasting to the MAP
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Fig. 3 (a) (Top) Surface plot of pXRD patterns of an 8 : 1 phenol : 2EB
VODES as a function of temperature. (Bottom) DSC trace for the temperature cycle shown in the pXRD surface plot. (b) Integrated peak
intensities of phenol and the new phase of phenol : 2EB as a function of
temperature during the cycle shown in (a).

system, the amount of crystalline phenol increases when the
new phase appears (Fig. 3b). This is likely due to the crystallisation of the new phase resulting in excess phenol in the
system, which is amenable to further crystallisation. Fig. 3a
highlights that the amorphous component is at a minimum
when both the phenol and new phase are crystalline. The new
phase melts (Tm1 = 18 1C) before the complete melting of the
phenol phase (Tm2 = 38 1C), indicating that it is less stable than
the phenol crystal.

Fig. 4 DSC of an 8 : 1 phenol : 2EB VODES. At the point ‘‘start’’ the sample
has been cooled to 70 1C from 70 1C. The thermogram follows the solid
line and then dashed lines. The numbers highlight the crystallisation and
melts of the diﬀerent phases. 3 is the phase formed on cooling the sample
after it had been held at Tc2. 2 is the new phase that formed during
synchrotron-DSC analysis. 1 is the ambient crystal structure of phenol,
which had already crystallised during the initial cool from 70 1C.
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Subsequent DSC measurements, run at 10 1C min 1, were
performed holding the temperature at Tc2, where the new phase
was observed during the synchrotron-DSC measurements, to
analyse further the formation of the new phenol : 2 EB phase.
After the formation of this phase, the system was cooled back to
70 1C, which subsequently led to the formation of a third
phase (Fig. 4). This third phase is likely the crystallisation of
residual phenol and 2EB, which remained liquid after the
formation of the second phase. The heating ramp following
the crystallisation of the third phase has a modified baseline
and shows no glass transition, which is likely highlighting that
there is a minimal amount of liquid VODES left in the system at
this point. Each subsequently appearing phase has a lower
melting point, highlighting a hierachy of structures with a
relative decline in stability. This heirarchal phase behaviour
is counterintuative when considering normal crystallisation
from solvent systems, where less stable structures would be
expected to form first. However, it appears that the formation of
each phase is facilitating the crystallisation of subsequent
phases, which in turn are less stable.
Data for the cooling and secondary heating of the phenol : BZM
9 : 1 VODES system are shown in Fig. 5a. Two crystallisation
exotherms are seen on cooling at Tc1 = 8 1C and Tc2 = 24 1C.
The first relates to the ambient crystal structure of phenol and the
second again to a phase that does not match any known structures
of BZM or phenol (ESI† Fig. S8–S10).22,23 On heating, two distinct
melting endotherms are seen, which can be matched to the change
in pXRD peaks of the respective phases. All peaks related to the new
phase are depleted by Tm1 = 29 1C, which is followed by the melting
of the phenol phase, which is completed by Tm2 = 44 1C (Fig. 5b).

Fig. 5 (a) (Top) Surface plot of pXRD patterns of a 9 : 1 phenol : BZM
VoDES as a function of temperature. (Bottom) DSC trace for the temperature cycle shown in the pXRD surface plot. (b) Integrated peak intensities of
phenol and the new phase of phenol : BZM as a function of temperature
during the cycle shown in (a).
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The use of concurrent pXRD during the thermal cycling allows
for the unambiguous observation that in each system a new
metastable phase is formed, alongside the formation of the
ambient crystalline form of phenol. In each system the crystallisation of phenol occurs between 8 1C and 12 1C. The melting
point of each of the new phases can be observed by matching the
disappearance of the diﬀraction peaks to a melting endotherm.
Each of the new phases is less stable than crystalline phenol.
The isolation of the particular structure and stoichiometry of
the new phases from the pXRD data presents an issue, due to
the low volume fraction and peak overlap of the multiple
crystalline structures. The 8 : 1 phenol : 2EB system highlighted
how multiple crystals of diﬀerent stabilities can form from a
single system. This suggests that there is a hierarchy of phases
that can form from the cooling of a VODES, which explains why
eutectics that form due to these metastable structures can
appear from a variety of diﬀerent HBD : HBA ratios.9 It does
appear that at all points during the synchrotron-DSC experiments an amorphous component is present (ESI† Fig. S11).
Analysis of the background gives an indication as to the
amount of amorphous component in the VODES at any one
time, however, this analysis becomes diﬃcult when there is a
significant amount of crystalline sample present. For a complete understanding of the systems discussed it will be necessary to identify the structure of each of the phases present at all
times, along with analysing how a change in the ratio of the
overall mixture changes the phases that can form.
In conclusion, it has been shown that the three VODES
systems: an 8 : 1 phenol : MAP, an 8 : 1 phenol : 2EB and a 9 : 1
phenol : BZM each show the formation of new crystalline
phases upon thermally cycling from 70 1C to 70 1C. Each
system shows that the co-crystals can form in diﬀering manners
(phase transition, cold crystallisation and crystallisation), and
each new phase melts either before or with crystals of pure
phenol, highlighting their lower stabilities. These VODESs
exemplify the phase transformations presented in Fig. 1a–d.
It is, however, clear the direct linear cooling will not in all cases
result in the final system of crystalline forms depicted in
Fig. 1d. To reach this scenario, the process may require multiple predetermined heating and cooling cycles, but in turn will
reveal a full crystalline landscape of the VODES. Utilising
knowledge from the synchrotron-DSC data, predetermined
cycles of the 2EB VODES system allowed for an additional
crystalline phase to be formed. Nevertheless, additional work
is needed to identify the exact structure of each of the crystalline states. The new crystalline phases discovered in this work
add weight to the idea that the formation of many DESs may be
understood due to the existence of highly metastable lowmelting point co-crystals.
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